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Born on the pampas

William Lilly has long been acknow-
ledged as the most prominent
astrologer in seventeenth-century

England. He published annual almanacs,
which by 1650 were selling 30,000 copies a
year. These sales assured him a reasonable
living, but his income was primarily derived
from private astrological consultations,
records of thousands of which survive, his
clients ranging from important men seeking
advice on matters of state to poor widows
wanting guidance about their plans for remar-
rying. His friends and associates included
some of the leading intellectual and political
figures of the day, most notably the antiquar-
ian, lawyer and scientist Elias Ashmole.
In 1647 Lilly published his Christian
Astrology, an 800-page guide to astrology and
the first major work on the subject written in
English, which continued to be widely read
into thenineteenth century. In theCivilWarhe
supported Parliament, and his apparent fore-
cast of the decisive parliamentary victory at
Naseby in 1645 not only shot him to fame but
cemented his reputation up to the Restoration.
This political reversal causedLilly someprob-
lems, but he managed to rehabilitate himself
and continued to practise as an astrologer until
his death in 1682. All this was no mean
achievement for a Leicester yeoman farmer’s
son (he was born in 1602) whose chances of a

became hostile to him. The fortunes of such
men, andof the art of astrologymoregenerally,
are set against the political changes and events
of the period, changes and events which occa-
sionally led to Lilly and other astrologers
finding themselves in trouble.
Blackledge also brings her knowledge of
astrology to her account of Lilly’s career and
intellectual world. Technical aspects of the
astrologer’s art are discussed in accessible
terms throughout the book, with regular use of
well-executed and well-explained diagrams
demonstrating the techniques used by Lilly
and his peers. Indeed, the author clearly envis-
ages that her readership will include modern
practitionersof “traditional astrology”, people
who use horary and predictive techniques
similar to those employed in the seventeenth
century. Addressing readers not in that camp,
she urges twenty-first-century society to be
broad-minded and brave enough to reconsider
what she describes as “the mysterious, fasci-
nating conundrum of astrological prediction”.
Blackledge cites in support of this suggestion
the modern astrologer John Fawley, whose
achievements include predicting a 2–1 win by
Manchester United against Bayern Munich
in the European Cup Final of 1999. This is
perhaps not quite on a par with predicting the
Battle of Naseby and its outcome, but some
may find it thought-provoking.

JEREMY MYNOTTIt is a trivial literary fact that some authorsare best known to us by their initials rather
than their full names – W. H. Auden, T. S.

Eliot, E. M. Forster, C. S. Lewis and A. A.
Milne . . . and so it is with W. H. Hudson. But
William Henry Hudson had other names too,
bywhichhemayoncehavebeenbetter known,
Guillermo Enrique. Hudson was born in
Argentina and did not come to England until
1874, at the age of thirty-two. It was in
England, of course, andwriting in English that
he made the great reputation by which he is
now remembered, but it is the purpose of Jason
Wilson’s new biography to place this achieve-
ment in context by looking at the earlier life of
Guillermo Enrique, brought up wild, poor and
self-educated on the pampas, living a rough
frontier life among the gauchos.
This is an original project and a worthwhile
one.Hudson remained something of amystery
throughout his time in England: he hated
London, but never lived in the country; he had
amarriage and subsequently a long “affair”, in
both of which the physical and emotional rela-
tionships were very unclear; he was secretive
but also very outgoing; he was publicly active,
but fiercely defended his privacy; and as an
author he transgressed all the conventional
labels and genres. In fact, he liked to represent
himself not as a literaryman at all, but as a field
naturalist (the profession he declared on the
British Library reader’s ticket he took out in
1875); he was probably nearer the truth, how-
ever, when he said he wished to be seen as “an
unclassified person”. His friend Morley Rob-
erts said that Hudson kept his soul “in a strong
secret place”.
Nor did he ever return to South America,
despite later writing such evocative books
about itswildlife asTheNaturalist in LaPlata

(1892) and Idle Days in Patagonia (1893).
Jason Wilson thinks that some of the clues to
Hudson’s identity can be found in his unusual
upbringing. He admits that the evidence is
thin. Hudson’s own memoir Far Away and
Long Ago (1917) is the only real source about
his family life, since he later destroyed all his
notebooks and letters (deliberately to thwart
future biographers like himself, Wilson com-
plains). But Wilson does succeed in the first
half of this biography in giving a vivid and
believable account of what life must have
been like for Hudson, growing upwith no for-
mal schooling but immersed in a wonderland
ofnature.Like anygauchochildof thepampas
he was pretty much born on a horse and
wandered freely on horseback through the
immense spaces of the plains, gaining an inti-
mate knowledge of its wildlife, which he
could later recall in astonishing detail, both
visually and aurally. In preparing his list of
species descriptions for The Naturalist in La
Plata, for example, he found he could replay
in his head the songs of 154 bird species, some
decades after last hearing them. He also came
to know the harsh realities of human life,
working alongside the tough gaucho herders
and serving in the military to protect the fron-
tiers against marauders.

Wilson is well qualified to investigate this
background. He, too, has divided his time
between England and Argentina and has a
“conflictive identity”, asheputs it.Hehaswrit-
ten works on Octavio Paz, Jorge Luis Borges
and Pablo Neruda and various travel guides to
Latin America. He has been assiduous in
following the faint trails Hudson left inArgen-
tina and feels an instinctive sympathy for his
later experiences in Britain as a permanently
“displacedperson”.Hedrawsvariousparallels
with his own experiences, but perhaps goes a
little too far here in intruding himself into the
narrative, gratuitously so at times. As he con-
fesses, he also lacks the patience or interest to
share in Hudson’s absorption with birds, and
that shows at times. But overall Wilson does a
very good job in his first six chapters in
portraying formative aspects of Hudson’s
upbringing and development that will be new
to many English readers.
In the second half of the book he rehearses
Hudson’s career in England from the time of
his arrival in 1874. This is more familiar terri-
tory, though here, too, Wilson offers many
enlivening insights, particularly through the
deft use of direct quotations from Hudson.
These take us back to the books themselves
and remind us of the qualities that give him a
secure place in the great tradition of English-
language nature writers running from Gilbert
White through John Clare, Richard Jefferies
and Edward Thomas in Britain, and through
Thoreau and John Muir in North America.
Hudson shares with all these writers the habit
of close attention to the details of the natural
world, combined with a larger, imaginative
vision of its intrinsic importance. The literary
ambition, and the challenge, was to express
how the habit served the vision andwas in turn

nourished by it.
Hudson himself began by writing poetry,
whose forms must have seemed best suited to
his deeply emotional responses to nature. But
he also had a scientist’s curiosity about the
natural world and how it worked, and was
concerned togive readers anexact sense“of the
thing itself” in his descriptions. He turned to
prosegenres, partly to try thatmodeof express-
ing himself, and partly for the brute reason that
prose paid better and in the early years in
London he badly needed themoney.Walter de
la Mare observed that in spirit, however, Hud-
son remained a sort of prose poet, and Wilson
detects further evidence of his origins in the
cadences some of his prose shares with the
gaucho ballads and romances he was brought
up on.Otherswould find amore defining char-
acter in the rambling,digressivestyleofAdven-
tures with Birds (1913) and his posthumous
work, The Hind in Richmond Park (1922). In
short, Hudson evades easy categorization.
He was, in the end, successful in worldly
terms. When he died in 1922 he had a leader
and an obituary in The Times, declaring him
“unsurpassed as an English writer on nature”;
he was honoured with a monument in Hyde
Park opened by the Prime Minister, Stanley
Baldwin, who delivered a moving eulogy; he
was the successful author of some thirty books
on natural history, including a best-selling
novel Green Mansions (1904); he was a cru-
sading conservationist who played an impor-
tant role in the early work of the Society for
the Protection of Birds (later the RSPB);
and through all this, after great initial hardship
and difficulties, he eventually realized the
“Englishdream”hehad leftArgentina to fulfil.
If he remains an elusive figure, our best chance
of understanding him, Wilson concludes, is in
exploring the insight expressed by Hudson’s
friend, the poet Edward Thomas: “Mr Hudson
began by doing an eccentric thing for an
English naturalist. He was born in South
America”.

Seer for hire
exaggerated claims that at the height of his
careerhewas themost famousman inEngland,
or that the parliamentarian campaign of 1645
was conditioned by Lilly’s predictions; the
occasional semi-fictionalized passages are
irritating; and did we really need to be
informedofwhat aVanDyckbeardwas likeby
reference to JohnnyDepp?Conversely,Black-
ledge is right to remind a non-specialist audi-
ence that astrology was taken seriously in the
seventeenth century, and that this was not
merely a token of the ignorance or stupidity of
past ages. Astrology, she makes clear, was a
demanding intellectual system which num-
bered some very intelligent men (and, albeit in
far smaller numbers,women) among its practi-
tioners, andwhichwas regarded as credible by
abroadspectrumofopinion,botheducatedand
uneducated. Developing these points, Black-
ledge is particularly adept at guiding her read-
ers through the world of London astrology in
the Interregnum and Restoration periods. She
teases out the shifting friendships and rivalries
between astrological practitioners, among the
most prominent of them Lilly’s adversary the
pro-Royalist George Wharton, and John Gad-
bury, initially an associate of Lilly’s who later
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university education had vanished with the
crashing of his father’s economic affairs.
Two major works have been published on
Lilly. The first, Derek Parker’sFamiliar to All,
dates from 1975, and, like the book reviewed
here,waswritten for a general readership by an
author well versed in astrology. This was fol-
lowed in 1995 by a rather more heavyweight
book by Ann Geneva, Astrology and the 17th-
Century Mind. And, now, after another
twenty-year gap, Catherine Blackledge, an
author best known forwhat a note on her inThe
Man Who Saw the Future describes as “an
internationally acclaimed biography of the
vagina”,has turnedher talents toWilliamLilly.
Blackledge is writing for a popular audi-
ence, and at certain points the consequences
can be grating: she talks her subject up, with
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